## Specifications Noorlander Largo

### Keyboards
- 5 octaves: C-c4, 61 keys, with tracker simulation
- 3, plastic keys with steel key frame
- 3, wooden key centres with plastic covering
- 3, wooden key centres with ebony or cherry naturals and oak, cherry or ebony sharps

### Bench model
- 'Standard' bench
- Solid wood seating
- Storage space
- Adjustable height
- 'French' bench
- Leather covered seating (choice of colours)

### Pedal
- 30-tone: C-f1, straight, oak keys and sharps
- 30-tone: C-f1, concave, oak keys and sharps
- Wenge (dark) sharps

### Swell pedals
- 2 pieces
- Solid oak

### Touchscreens
- Number of touchscreens: 2
- Size touchscreens in inch: 10

### Furniture Finish
- Oak wood
- Transparent / Oil (your colour)
- Coloured stain
- Painted
- Other wood type

### Pedal lighting
- Music rack lighting
- Dimmed lighting

### Thumb pistons
- 14 pieces

### Foot pistons
- 2 pieces, gold/silver colour

### Audio
- Number of audio channels: 6
- Number of woofers (middle tones): 2
- Number of tweeter (high tones): 2
- Subwoofer (low tones): 1

### Swell pedals
- 2 pieces
- Solid oak

### LED lighting
- Pedal lighting
- Music rack lighting
- Dimmed lighting

### Thumb pistons
- 14 pieces

### Foot pistons
- 2 pieces, gold/silver colour

### Exterior connections
- USB 2.0
- Headphone connection
- Surround ports

### Console dimensions
- Height: 123 cm
- Width: 133 cm
- Depth including pedal (ca. 25 cm pushed in): 110 cm
- Depth without pedal and keyboards: 65.5 cm

---

**Specifications are subject to change**

---

**Largo is available at:**

[noorlanderorgans.com](http://noorlanderorgans.com)

---

**Largo**

A compact classic...
Hauptwerk, a state-of-the-art technology, is the basis of this organ. We have designed an organ with all the benefits and sounds of Hauptwerk. All this in a classic looking and sophisticated console.

This organ gives you the feeling of playing a grand cathedral organ and yet it is compact. The control panel has been designed for easy use. There is no need for computer knowledge. The only thing you need to do is change stops, just like a real pipe organ. Using the menu you can load other sample sets or change the temperament and choose stop combinations.

**Reverb**
Hauptwerk does not allow the regulation of reverb with the turn of a knob. The reverb is as it is in the church. Noorlander offers a workable solution by providing two variants of the sample set. The first variant provides a reverb of 5.5 seconds. The second variant, just 2 seconds. This solution makes the Largo the perfect organ for studying and family use.

**Specification**
The Largo has a balanced and large specification. With 60 stops and 8 accessories you can play all the music you wish. You can change stops using 2 ergonomically placed and easy to read touchscreens. Of course it is possible to add other sample sets (later).

**Sound**
- High-end digital audio system
- A much higher quality sound than other electronic organs
- Versatile sample set in 2 variants: short and long reverb
- The sound of a real pipe organ that is bound to increase your playing pleasure

**Usage**
- Very easy to use
- Easy and quick stop changes with the use of the touchscreens
- You can program the stop combination pistons yourself
- You don’t need to be a computer expert. The menu is very simple to use.

**Design**
- Classic design with lots of solid oak wood
- Compact console
- Very high quality finishing and beautiful panelling
- Standard LED lighting in music rack and above pedalboard

**Possibilities / additions**
- Easy to expand with other (pipe organ) sample sets
- 60 stops available on a 3 manual and pedal organ
- Other sample sets and temperaments easily uploaded
- Easy to add a surround sound system

---

**Why a Largo?**

Largo is a compact classic organ. It is designed with all the benefits and sounds of Hauptwerk. The control panel has been designed for easy use. There is no need for computer knowledge. The only thing you need to do is change stops, just like a real pipe organ. Using the menu you can load other sample sets or change the temperament and choose stop combinations.
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